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Abstract. Negation as failure is sound both for the closed world assumption and the completed 
database or completion, comp( P) of a program ?? In general it is not complete for either of these 
declarative semantics. Indeed there can be no semantics for which it is both sound and complete, 
for all programs and queries, because non-ground negative literals cannot be dealt with, and 
cause floundering. By extending the negation as failure rule we exclude floundering and we give 
a semantics Fw( P) for which the extended rule is both sound and complete. FU( P) is a weak 
version of comp( P) based on an iterative construction. We show that the soundness and compiete- 
ness results still hold if the classical consequence relation I- is replaced by a weaker relation I-,, 
which is sound for both 3-valued logic and intuitionistic logic. 
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1. Introduction 
By negation as failure we mean, in the narrow sense (NF) the rule that, for ground 
atoms A, 
the goal --IA succeeds if A fails, 
the goal YA fails if A succeeds, 
and in the broad sense the SLDNF-resolution procedure of [ 131 obtained by adding 
this inference rule to the SLD-resolution used for Horn clause logic programming. 
We shall use the words program and goal to mean normal program and normal goal 
in the sense of [ 131, i.e. a program is a finite set of program clauses A + L1, . . . , L, 
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andagoalisaclause+&,..., L,, where A is an atom and L,, . . . , L, are positive 
or negative literals. We also use the word query to denote the negation of a goal, 
and we say the query ?-L, , . l . , L, succeeds from the program jP it P u { + L1, . . . , Ln} 
has an SLDNF-refutation, and that ?A,, . . . , L, fails from P if P u {+ L1, . . . , L,) 
has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree. 
Clark [6] showed that SLDNF-resolution was sound for comp( P), both for success: 
If ?-Q succeeds from P with answer 0 then camp(P) t- Q0 
and for failure: 
If ?-Q fails from P then comp( P) I- 1Q. 
For camp(P) to be considered a satisfactory declarative semantics for SLDNF- 
resolution we would also require it to be complete for success: 
If camp(P) t- Qe then ?-Q succeeds with answer including 8 
(i.e. with answer 8’ such that there exists a substitution (9 such that 8 = elp), and 
perhaps for failure as well: 
If comp( P) I- 1Q then ?-Q fails. 
The fact that SLDNF-resolution is also sound for the closed world assumption 
CWA(P) [M], which can be very different from camp(P), and that the soundness 
for comp( P) holds when I- is replaced by E,, the intuitionistic derivability relation, 
[19], or by i=3 [lo], the consequence relation of 3-valued logic, lead us to expect 
that SLDNF-resolution will be incomplete for comp( P), and that is usually the case. 
Indeed the fact that negation as failure cannot sensibly be applied to non-ground 
negative literals means that some queries flounder, i.e. give rise to goals containing 
only non-ground negative literals. Thus for the program p(x)*lq(x) the query 
?-p(a) succeeds but the query ?-p(x) flounders. This means that SLDNF-resolution 
cannot be both sound and complete for any semantics (or default operator in the 
sense of Jiiger [9]) H(P), i.e. we cannot have, for all queries Q, 
?-Q succeeds with answer includir,g 8 iff H(P) F Qe (4 
because for the above program the query ?-p(x) should succeed with answer 
including {xl a}. Whether a query flounders is recursively undecidable [2], so the 
usual way of dealing with flounders is by imposing strong conditions on the program 
and the query which prevent floundering. If the query is allowed, i.e. every variable 
in it occurs in a positive literal of it, and each program clause is allowed i.e. every 
variable in it occurs in a positive literal of its body then [ 13, Proposition 15.11 
the query cannot flounder. For programs and queries which are both allowed, there 
are some classes of program for which SLDNF-resolution has been proved to be 
complete for comp( P), viz definite, hierarchical [l3, Theorems 16.1, 16.2, 16.31, 
finite tree property [ 19, Theorems 5.5, 5.6, 5.71, and semi-strict programs which are 
strict with respect o the query [ 11,4]. These last results are very illuminating and 
the conditions imposed are so natural that one feels they may be close to best possible. 
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Since SLDNF-ress!ution is not in general complete for comp( P) it is of at least 
technical interest o try and find an alternative semantics H(P) for which it is both 
sound and complete, i.e. for which (*) above is true. As noted above we cannot 
hope to achieve this for all queries because of the possibility of floundering. Rather 
than impose the blanket cb.ldition of allowedness, which is very stringent and 
excludes many common Prolog constructs {such as the definition of equality 
(equal(X, X)) and both clauses in the standard definition of member(X, L)}, we 
extend the use of NF. This is done by allowing it to be applied to non-ground 
literals by means of a preliminary substitution, i.e. 
If A0 fails then 1A succeeds with answer 8. 
This is justified by that fact that +A8 a VlA8 is logically valid. In fact if 
SLDNF-resolution is sound for H(P) for both success and failure, then it will 
remain sound if NF is extended in this way, since if A0 fails then H(P) I- 1A8 SO 
it is sound for 1A to succeed with answer 8, and to obtain completeness, TA must 
succeed with answer including 8. We call the resulting procedure SLDNFS-resolution 
(SLD-resolution with Negation as Failure with Substitution). We define it more 
precisely in Section 2 and show (Theorem 2.2) that it has the same effect as 
SLDNF-resolution for queries which do not flounder under the latter. So for such 
queries, in particular for allowed queries and programs, the completeness results 
obtained in Section 3 for SLDNF-resolution give corresponding results for SLDNF- 
resolution. 
In Section 3 we defice a semantics Fa, (P) for which SLDNFS-resolution is sound 
for both success and failure, complete for success, and complete for failure for 
positive queries. The definition is by an iterative construction, starting with comp( P), 
where p is a definite Horn clause program obtained from P by replacing occurrences 
of a predicate symbol 1p by a new predicate symbol p’ and then successively adding 
formulae which identify p( t,, . . . , t,) with 1p( t,, . . J, tn) in just those cases rvhich 
correspond to the use of NF. In Section 4 we show that FU( P) has a least Herbrand 
model obtainable as a least fixed point model, that this is a generic model and hence 
that CWA( ?‘“( P)) is consistent. In Section 5 we observe that these results also hold 
if the derivability relation k is replaced by a weaker one, k3, defined by axioms 
and rules of inference which are valid both in intuitionistic logic and classical 
3-valued logic. Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 imply the results of [ 19, lo] on the soundness 
of SLDNF-resolution for comp( P) with respect to l--, and b=3. In Section 6 we 
consider variants of FU and relate them to versions of SLDlVF-resolution. Section 
7 contains some concluding remarks. 
2. SLDNFS-resolution 
SLDNFS-resolution is obtained from SLDNF-resolution by extending the NF 
rule as described in Section 1. This is done by allowing the selection of a non-ground 
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negative literal -IA in a goal +L, , . . . , Li_l, 1A, Li, . . . , L,, if there exists 8 such 
that the goal +A0 fails, to obtain the new goal +(LI, . . . , Li-1, Li, . . . , L&9. This 
is only to be allowed when constructing success branches; the rule for failing TA 
is the same as before; for ground A, 
if + A succeeds then + TA fails. 
We make this precise by modifying appropriately the definitions given for SLDNF- 
resolution in [ 13, pp. 85-881. 
Definition. Let P be a normal program, G a normal goal and k = 0, 1,2,. . , . An 
SLDNFS-refutation of rank k of P v {G} consists of a sequence Go = G, G, , . . . , G, = 
0 of normal goals, a sequence Cl,. . . , C, of variants of program clauses of P or 
negative literals, and a sequence &, . . . , 0, of substitutions, such that, for each i, 
either 
(i) Gi+I is derived from Gi and Ci+ 1 using 0i+l, or 
(ii) Gi is *Ll, . . . , L,, . . . , Lp, the selected literal L, in Gi is a negative literal 
lA, and there is a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank <k for P u { + AmOi+l}. In 
this case Gi+I is + (L,, . . . , L,_, , L,+,, . . . . L,)&+, and Ci+l is 1A,. 
Afinitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank k for P v {G} is a tree satisfying the following: 
(a) The tree is finite and each node of the tree is a non-empty normal goal. 
(b) The root node is G. 
(c) Let+L, ,..., L, ,..., L,, be a node in the tree and suppose that L, is selected. 
Then either 
(i) L,, is an atom and for each variant A + M, , . . . , Mq of a program clause 
(chosen so as to have no variables in common with L1,. . . , L,, . . . , L,), if L, and 
A are unifiable with mgu 0, the node has a child 
f(L,,...,L,-,,M,,...,Mq,L,+,,...,Lp)e; 
if there are no such children the node has no successors i.e. is a leaf node; or 
(ii) Lm is a ground negative literal lA, and there is a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree 
of rank <k for Pu { + A,}, in which case the only child is + L, , . . . , L,._, , 
L m+~,--,Lp; or 
G 
(iii) L, is a ground negative literal lA, and there is an SLDNFS-refutation of 
rank <k of P u { + A,}, in which case the node is a leaf node. 
Note that the case k = 0 is included in these definitions, so in proofs by induction 
on k there is no need to treat it separately. We have included (c)(ii) for comparison 
with [13], but if, as here, we are only interested in finitely failed trees, it can be 
omitted; there is no need to make steps of this kind which simply delete a literal 
L, because if the resulting tree finitely fails so does the tree with the literal L added 
to all subsequent goals. 
SLDNFS-resolution is not feasibly implementable because one has to consider 
all possible substitutions to apply to the negative literals. However the same is 
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already true of SLDNF-resolution since the presence of NF steps means that one 
loses the result which holds for SLD-resolution that all computation rules (rules 
for selecting literals) are equivalent, and although there are maximal rules [l&19] 
there may be no recursive maximal rules [21], so one has to search through all 
possible derivation trees. 
Two other extensions of SLDNF-resolution have recently been proposed. The 
SLD-CNF resolution (SLD resolution with Constructive Negation as Failure), of 
Chan [S], returns as answers to ?-1A the negation of the answers to ?-A. Thus if 
the answers to the latter are x = a, x = b, the answer to the former is x # a A x # 6. 
This is sound for camp(P) but is not complete because it cannot proceed if the 
computation of ?-A does not terminate, or if it produces infinitely many answers. 
It is not comparable with SLDNFS-resolution; there are examples where SLD-CNF 
resolution produces an answer but SLDNFS-resolution does not, and vice versa. 
Chan shows how to implement SLD-CNF resolution, but just as for SLDNF- 
resolution one would have to consider all computation rules. 
Przymusinski [16] defines a notion of SLD-resolution (Linear Resolution with 
Selected Function for Stratified programs). This is defined only for stratified pro- 
grams. It is not even theoretically implementable because it calls for a query to fail 
not only if it fails finitely, but also if all branches of its derivation tree are infinite, 
which in general cannot be determined. He shows that it is sound and complete for 
stratified programs and non-floundering queries, for the perfect model semantics. 
But it is not sound for comp( P) because for the program p +p it fails ?-p. 
A further extension of SLDNFS-resolution (which is sound for comp( P)) is 
considered in Section 6 below. It extends the negation as failure rule by failing 1A 
if A succeeds with answer the identity. 
2.1. Lemma. P u {G} cannot have both an SLDNFS-refutation and a Jiniteb failed 
SLDNFS-tree. 
Proof. Either like the corresponding result for SLDNF-resolution [ 18, Theorem 41 
by induction on rank and on the length of the refutation, or as an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3.1 below and the consistency result implied by Lemma 
3.3(b) (Lemma 2.1 is not used in these proofs of Lemmas 3.1, 3.3). Cl 
The effect of extending SLDNF-resolution to SLDNFS-resolution is essentially 
to allow some queries to succeed which previously floundered. To make this precise 
we must generalise the notion of flounder to include flounders occurring in the 
subtrees of selected ground negative literals. Informally we may define a generalised 
flounder of P u {G} for SLDNF-resolution by a recursive definition like that of an 
SLDNF-refutation of P u {G} except hat instead of the final goal G, being empty 
it is either 
(a) a flounder, i.e. a goal containing non-ground negative literals and nothing 
else, or 
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(b) its selected literal is a ground negative literal 7A such that P u { + A} has a 
generalised flounder. 
Formally, the definition of 
- a generalised flounder PU {G} of rank 0 is like the definition of an SLDNF- 
refutation of rank 0 in [ 13, p. 851 except hat the final goal G,, is not the empty 
goal but is a flounder, 
- a generalisedjounder of P v {G} of rank k + 1 is like the definition of an SLDNF- 
refutation of rank k+ 1 [ 14, pp. 85,861 except that the final goal G, is either a 
flounder, or a ground literal 1A is selected such that P u { + A} has a generalised 
flounder of rank In 
(This is similar to the definition of eventual floundering in Reynolds [ 171, except 
that a fixed selection rule is used there.} 
2.2. Theorem. If P v {G} has an SLDNFS-refutation of rank k with answer 0 then it 
has either an SLDNF-refutation of rank k with answer 0 or a generalised flounder of 
rank k If P v (G) has a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank k then either it has a 
fmitely failed SLDNF-tree of rank k or a generalised flounder of rank k. 
Proof. By induction on k. 
(k = 0): SLDNF is the same as SLDNFS. 
(Induction step): Suppose we have an SLDNFS-refutation of P u {G} of rank 
k + 1. The proof will be by induction on the length n of this. If the length is 0 then 
G is the empty goal and the refutation is an SLDNF-refutation. If the length is 
n + 1 use the switching lemma for SLDNFS-refutation [ 19, Lemma 7.21 to choose 
a positive or ground negative literal of G first if there is one (if such a literal is 
present it must be chosen at some stage because all literals are eventually removed). 
If there is not one then G is a flounder so we have a generalised flounder of P u {G} 
of rank 0. If we choose a positive literal first, the result follows by the induction 
hypothesis (on n). If we choose a ground negative literal TA first then, by the 
induction hypothesis on k, either P u { + A} has a finitely failed SLDNF tree of 
rank k or a generalised flounder or renk k In the first case, by the induction 
hypothesis on n, P u {G} has either an SLDNF-refutation or generalised flounder 
of rank k + 1. In the second case we get at once a generalised flounder of rank k + 1 
for Pv{G}. 
Now suppose we have a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree for P u {G} of rank k + 1. 
The proof will be by induction on the height h of this. If h = 1 then G is a leaf. If 
the selected literal of G is a positive and no clause of P unifies with it then we 
have a finitely failed SLDNF-tree of rank 0. If the selected atom of G is a ground 
negative literal TA then by the induction hypothesis on k there is either an 
SLDNF-refutation of P u { + A} or a generalised flounder of this of rank k. In the 
first case we get a finitely failed SLDNF-tree of rank k + 1 for P u {G}, in the second 
a generalised flounder of rank k + 1. 
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For height hr + 1, if the finite selected literal is positive then all children have 
finitely failed SLDNFS-trees of rank k + 1, so by the induction hypothesis on h, 
either one has a generalised flounder of rank k + 1 and so does G or all have finitely 
failed SLDNF-trees of rank k + 1 and so does G. If the first selected literal is iA, 
then A must be ground and there is a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree for P u { + A} of 
rank k, so by the induction hypothesis on k there is either a finitely failed SLDNF-tree 
or generalised flounder of rank k for P u { + A}, so there is either a finitely failed 
SLDNF-tree or generalised flounder of rank k+ 1 for Pu {G}. cl 
The converse of Theorem 2.2 does not hold; SLDNFS-resolution does not prevent 
all floundering, e.g. for the program p(x) +p(x) the query ?-lp(x) flounders under 
SLDNF-resolution. But although this is technically a flounder the lack of result is 
not caused by the presence of a variable-the same thing happens if p(x) is replaced 
by p- but by an infinite branch. 
The alternatives inTheorem 2.2 are not mutually exclusive. By Lemma 2.1 P u {G) 
cannot have both an SLDNF-refutation and a finitely failed SLDNF-tree but if P 
is p,p + lq(x) then P u { * p) has both a refutation and a flounder, and if we form 
P’ by adding the clause r + 1p to P then P’u { + r} has both a finitely failed tree 
and a generalised flounder. 
2.3. Theorem. SLDNFS-resolution is sound for comp( P) for both success or failure. 
Proof. The argument was given informally in Section 1. For a full proof take the 
corresponding Theorems 15.6 and 15.4 in [ 131 for SLDNF-resolution and check 
that the argument &ill works for SLDNFS-resolution. Theorem 5.4 below contains 
a stronger esult, that the soundness holds with the classical 2-valued derivability 
relation replaced by a 3-valued and intuitionistic one. Cl 
3. The default operator w 
We now proceed to describe the construction of a default operator ?; giving a 
semantics for which SLDNFS-resolution is sound and complete. The idea behind 
the construction is that, until it is selected, a negative literal lp(_t) behaves like an 
instance p’(i) of a new predicate jj unrelated to p. (Here ,t denotes a tuple t, , . . . . t,, 
of terms.) So we start by replacing lp by jj. We then arrange for an instance p(_t) 
to be true or false when and only when the falsity or truth of up is established 
by an NF step. This is done by an iterative construction paralleling the rank of the 
SLDNFS-refutation or finitely failed tree. We add p(_t) when lp(,t) is a consequence 
of the previous tage, and we add ljj(jO) when _tO isground and ~(1~) is a consequence 
of the previous stage. The precise definitions are as follows: 
Given a program P and a language L (we do not, as in [13], take the language 
to be implicitly defined by the program) we enlarge L to L’ by adding for each 
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predicate p in L a new predicate p’ of the same arity as p. We then replace all 
negative literals lp(_l, il in bodies of clauses by p’(l) where p’ is a new predicate. If 
we were to start by forming the completion of this program then all the new predicates 
p’ would be defined to be everywhere false since they do not occur in the heads of 
any clauses. So we now add clauses p’(r) c- p’( ,IC) for each new predicate jX Let B be 
the resulting definite Horn clause program. (The new clauses have the effect that 
the completed efinition of p’ in comp( F) is the tautology p(x) tip’(x).) Now define 
Fo( P) = comp(ii), 
s;,+,(P) = T,(P) u R?+*(P) u ~“+*w, 
where f%+AP) = W): z,(P) I- ~(-th 
Then SLDNFS-resolution is sound and complete for FU( P) for success, i.e. ?-Q 
succeeds@om P with answer including 8 using SLDNFS-resolution i$ FW( P) I- Qtk It 
is also sound for failure, and complete for failure for positive queries, i.e. those 
which contain only positive literals: 
- 1f ?-Q fairs from P using SLDNFS-resolutiora then FU( P) I- 1Q. 
- If ?-Q is a positive query and FW (P) t- 7 Q then ?-Q fails from P using SLDNFS- 
resolution. 
This restriction on the completeness results for failure is due to the fact that none 
of the extensions of SLD-resolution considered is capable of using the law of 
contradiction, that p A up is false, so that a query ?-p, lp which should always fail, 
will only do so if p succeeds or fails. So to get completeness for failure for any 
(Zvalued) semantics we will have to impose some condition on the query. Kunen’s 
condition [ 111 that the program is strict with respect o the query, seems to be the 
appropriate one. For Kunen’s 3-valued semantics [IO] this is not necessary because 
the law of contradiction fails in 3-valued logic, since p can be undefined, in which 
case p A 1p is not false but undefined. 
We give formal statements of these results lath (Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.5) after a 
series of preliminary lemmas. 
SW(P) is in a sense a weak version of camp(P), because 
comp(p)u u VX(p’(Xh~P(m- zm, 
P 
but Tav--~B(_t) w up) only for certain specific p(i), namely those for which 
this could be established by an NF step. See also Theorems 5.6, 5.8. 
Note that P is not always a consequence of FU( P). This is inevitable because‘ive 
are aiming for completeness, and SLDNF-resolution is not always complete for P, 
e.g. if P is p +lp then p is a consequence of P but ?-p does not succeed. 
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3.1. Lemma (soundness). If P v { * Q} has an SLDIWS-refutation of rank k with 
answer 0 then Fk(P) b Qt$ and if it has a finitely sailed XDNFS-tree of rank k then 
FY(P)+lQ. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the rank k, but to do this we need to prove 
a more general statement. Let us use Q to denote (ambiguously) any query obtained 
from Q by replacing zero or more occurrences of any atom -p(l) by F(J). When 
all such occurrences are replaced we denote the result by Q. Our more general 
induction hypothesis is obtained by replacing Q by Q in the conclusions Fc( P) b Qe 
and Fk( P) I- 1Q of the lemma. We now prove this is true for k on the assumption 
it is true for all ranks less than k. 
(Refutation): Thie proof is by induction on the length n of the refutation. If n = 0 
the result is trivial. For the inductive step supgose Q is Q, , L, Q2 where the selected 
literal L is positive and unifies with the head of a clause A * Q’ of P with mgu 8,) 
so that the next goal is +( Q1, Q’, Q2 j& . By the induction hypothesis on n, 
Tk(P)~(o, A 0’~ &)e. But there is a clause A + 0’ in F, and Fk(P)t-com@)t-1 
so Fk( P) I- (0, A L A 02) 8 as required. Now suppose the selected literal L is negative, 
say L = lp(,t), and the first step is an NF step, replacing * Q by + (Q1, Q&9,, 
justified by the existence of a finitely failed tree of rank k’< k for P u { +p(_tO,)}. 
By the induction hypothesis on S F&(P)!-.lp(&) so p’(_t6+) E F&+,(P), hence 
Fk k@(&). By the induction hypothesis on n, Fk( P) I- (0, A &)6, . . . On+, where 
e 2,. . . 9 O,,+1 are the subsequent substitutions. Hence 
-- 
whether ii) is chosen to be p”(l) or up. 
(Finitely faired tree): The proof is by induction on the height h of the tree. If the 
height is 1 and the selected literal L is posi;ive then L unifies with the head of no 
clause in I4 So it does not unify with the head of any clause in p, so by [13, Lemma 
15.3(a)], comp(~)~lL hence comp(P)+~Q, i.e. FY(P)k-lo, hence Fk(P)kiQ. 
Suppose then that the selected literal is a ground literal T&J and there is a rank 
k’ < k refutation of P u { + p&J}. By the induction hypothesis on k, F,#( P) I-&) E 
FT,F+l(P)9 so Fk(P)t-lo, whether Ip(_to) is chosen to be ip(&) or p(&). 
If the height is h + 1, if Q is Q1, L, Q2 with L the selected positive literal then 
there is a child goal for each clause A c- Q’ of P such that . h unifies with L. If 6 is 
an mgu of A and L, this child goal will be + (Q, , Q’, Q2)0. By the induction 
hypothesis on height, Fk( P) t- 1( QI A 0’ A g2) 6. Now P has a clause A + & so for 
p u { c- Q} the corresponding child goal is + (0, , & Q2)0. By [ 13, Lemma 15.3(b)], 
camp(F) implies that the goal + Q is equivalent o the conjunction of child goals, 
and so does Tfk(P) since Fk(P)t-camp(P). Hence ~;,(P)~~Q. If Q is Q,, L, Q2 
and the selected literal L is a ground negative literal lp(_tJ where there is a finitely 
failed tree of rank k’< k for P u { c-p&)}, then the next goal is c- Q, , Q2. By the 
induction hypothesis on k, ~kp+l(P)kl(~l A 02), so 5;((P)k1(ol A LA 02). {In fact 
as mentioned above there is no need to consider steps of this kind.} Cl 
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3.2. Theorem (soundness). If P v { *- Q} has an SLDNFS-refutation with answer 8 
then FW (P) t- Qtl, and if it has a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree then 7” (P) b TQ. _ . - 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1. Cl 
3.3. Lemma (completeness). IfA,, . . . , A, are atoms (of the original language L) and 
(a) Fk(P)t-A,tb . . . ~k$then Pu(+A,,...,A,) hasaSLDNFS-refutationof 
rank k with answer including 8; 
(b) if Fk(P)t-l(A,n . . . AA,) then Pu(+A~,.;.,A,} has a finitely failed 
SLD.NFS-tree of rank k. 
Proof. By induction on k. Note that (b) implies Fk( p) is consistent since the empty 
goal does not have a finitely failed tree. 
(k = 0) (a): We are given camp(P) t- A, 8 A l l l A A,@. By the completeness of 
SLD-resolution for definite Horn programs, pu { + A,, . . . , A,) has an SLD-refuta- 
tion with answer including 8. The new predicates p’ cannot occur in this because 
all literals are eventually removed, and the @ could only loop, since the only clause 
of p with p’ in its head is p’(x) *p’(x). So it is an SLDNFS-refutation of rank 0 for 
Pu{A ,,..., A,}. 
(b): We are given comp(P)kl(A, A l l l A A,.). By the completeness of NF for 
definite Horn programs [13, Theorem 16.1, p.951, P u { + A,, . . . , A,} has a finitely 
failed SLD-tree. If we take such a tree with a minimum number of goals then none 
of the new predicates p’ can be selected because, as noted above, they can only 
loop. So replacing all jj by lp gives a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank 0 for 
Pu{A,,...,A,}. 
(Induction step): For both (a) and (b) we use the following preliminary step: 
Zk+AP) = CompP) u &+dP) u h=dP), 
so if Q is a logical consequence of Fk+l( P), then by the compactness theorem it is 
a logical consequence of camp(P) u Pfu &+,(P), where Pf is a finite 3tibset of 
&+,(P). Let P = Fu Pf. { Pf and P depend on Q as well as P but we do not need 
to show this dependence on Q}. Then comp( P) = comp( P) u Pf. This is because the 
only difference between camp(P) and camp(P) is in the definition of the p’ which 
in P is p’(r)t*p’(x), and in fi is 
wllere p(&), . . . , p(t), with free variables yl, . . . , yr respectively, are the instances 
of jj in Pf. This is easily seen to be equivalent o p(_tl) A l l l A p’(&). So comp( P) u 
%+1(P) + Q. 
(a j. Let Q’ be obtained from Q = A, 8 A l l 9 A A,8 by replacing its variables by 
new constants. Then comp( P) u fik+,( P) t- Q’. Consider the least fixed point model 
&(TF) of corn,@) (using the Herbrand universe including the new constants). 
This is also J model for 6&+,(P), otherwise it has some ground p’(_tO) true where 
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l&J E Nk+,( P), i.e. Fk (P) EP(~& But p’(lO) can only be in the least fixed point 
model if it matches the head of some clause of 1”, i.e. (since p’(x) + p’(x) gives nothing 
new), some p’(l) E Pf, in which case F,(P) +lp(_t) and Fk( P) would be inconsistent, 
which, by the induction hypothesis, it is not. So Q’ is true in rfp( Tp), hence in all 
models of $” since lsp( 7’*) is a generic model of fi Since the constants in Q’ are 
new, Q is true in all models of fi By the completeness of SLD-resolution for definite 
Horn programs, there is an SLD-refutation of fi u {i- A,, . . . , A,} with answer 
including 0. Take one of minimal length and replace all fi by 1~. The resolution 
steps in this are also resolution steps for P u {* Al, . . . , A,} apart from the steps 
in the original refutation where some p’(,tl) was unified with an element p’(l) of P’, 
with mgu q~, say. But then $JP)I- I&), so Fk(P) k T&J), so by the induction 
hypothesis there is a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank k for p&). So in the new 
refutation the ~p(_ti) which replaces p’&) can be eliminated by an NF step with 
substit&ion q. 
(b): We now choose Pf and P as above so that 
comp(l?)u Ii&+,(P) I- l(A, I\ l . l I\ A,). 
Take an SLD-tree for i u { c- Al, . . . , A,} using any fair rule and modify it by failing 
instantly each selected literal ii(lO) such that l&J E Is,,,< P), We show first that 
this results in a finitely failed tree. This is a generalisation of the completeness of
NF for definition Horn programs [13, Theorem 16.1, pp. 95,961, which is the special 
case Sk+,(P) = fb) and is proved by a refinement of that proof. Suppose the modified 
tree is not finitely failed. Then it has an infinite branch on which no jI(r,) such that 
lp’( to) E &+,(P) appears, because, since the selection rule is fair, if it appeared it 
would eventually be selected, and if it were selected it would be failed. This branch 
is also an infinite branch of the original tree. Take such a branch and the model 2 
for comp(l?) v {3(A, A l l l A A,)) associated with it in the proof of [ 13, Theorem 
16.11. If we can show I is also a model for &+,(P) we will have the desired 
contradiction. So we must show that all up’&,) in h&+,(P) are true in I, i.e. that 
p’([lJ) is not in I. Now IO c_ T$( IO) and it is easily verified that T$ is, like Ti;, 
continuous, so there is a least fixed point model ( T$)“( IO) which we may take for 
I. Since none of the p’(_to) such that lp’(jJ E Nk+,(P) appear in the branch, none 
of these p([_tJ) are in IO. To show they do not belong to 1, it will therefore be 
enough to show that they do not belong to (T$)“+‘(I,) - (T#)“(I,) for any n. For 
p([&]) to belong to this set, p&J would have to unify with the head of a clause of 
F other than j@)+-p~(g), i.e. with some P(J) in Y’, i.e. ii? &+,(P), SO that 
Tk( P) I- lp(_t). Since .10 is ground we have -t(9 = lo for some q hense: Fk( P) t- -J&O). 
But lp’(l-J E &+,(P) so Fk( P) I-- p(lJ, hence Fj( P) is inconsistent, contrary to the 
induction hypothesis. 
We now have a finitely failed tree in which the p’&) such that ~p’(_to) e &+l(P) 
are failed instantly. By an easy induction on its depth we may replace it with a 
similar tree in which no literal p(l) is s&!ected for unification, because 5 contains 
a clause F(x) c p(x), so that if p(l) were selected, one of the child goals would be 
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identical with the parent. Now replace p’ by lp and we get the required finitely 
failed SLDNFS-tree for P u { c- Al, . l . , A,}, since the instant failing of p’(,tO) when 
lp’(~J E &+,(P), becomes a failing of I&,-,) which is justified by an NF step 
since Fk( Y) I- p&J, so by the induction hypothesis P u { + p(_tJ) has an SLDNFS- 
refutation of rank k; Cl 
3.4. Theorem (completeness for failure). If Q is a positir,;e query and FU (P) I- 1 Q 
then P u ( f- Q} has a JiniteZy faired SLDNFS-tree. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3(b) and the compactness theorem. 
3.5. Theorem (completeness for success). If Fm (P) I- QO then P u {t Q} has an 
SLDNFS-refutation with answer including 8. 
Proof. We shall prove that if T’(P) + QO then P u { * Q} has an SLDNFS-refutation 
of rank k + 1 with answer including 8, from which the theorem follows by compact- 
ness. Suppose Q is A,, . . . ,A,,lB,, . . J ,lBs, where A,,. . l ,A,, B1,. . . , B, are 
atoms. Then Tk(P) + AlO A l l l AA,@, so by Lemma 3.2(a), Pv{A,, . . . , A,} has 
an SLDNFS-refutation of rank Ik with answer 8’ including 8, i.e. such that 8 = 8’~ 
for some Q. We may obviously follow ti similar refutation starting with the query 
+ Q, ending with a goal + lB#‘, . . . , lB,O’. Now Fk(P) I-lB,O so by Lemma 
3.2(b), P u { + B1 0) has a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank C Use of the NF rule 
with substitution Q now allows the elimination of l&t?‘Q and the replacement of 
the rest of the goal by + 1B20, . . . , 1 BJ?. We can now make similar steps to eliminate 
the remaining literals, using the NF rule with the identity substitution. cl 
4. Least Herbrand, fixpoint, generic motiel of To(P); consistency of CWA(T,(P)) 
Because it has new predicates p not totally identified with lp, the set of axioms 
F’(P) has models with some of the properties of models of definite Horn clause 
programs. 
4.1. Theorem. (i) T@(P) has a least Herbrand model MO. 
(ii) MO is obtainable as a least fixed point of TF. 
(iii) MO is a generic model of Fw ( P). 
(iv) MO satisfies l(p(x) A+)) for each predicate p. 
(v) C WA( Fw ( P)) is consistent. 
Proof. (i), (ii): Tp here denotes the usual operator associated with the definite 
program p [ 13, p. 37). Let pa = Ur=, p,(P) and Pt be the set of ground elements 
of Fu. Then Pt c TF( BgW) because B has clauses g’(x) *p(z). So MO = TF( FJ) is 
the least fixpoint of Tp which contains F z. This is a model for camp(P) u & and 
is a least Herbrand model for it (and for Pu &), because to be an Herbrand model 
for h’ it must be closed under T p, and to be a model for Fm it must contain P:. It 
is also a model for Nu = UF=, fi,,( P), otherwise there is some 72&J ia some 
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R,,(P) such that p’(_tO) is in TF(&$) for some m. By an easy induction P&)E pe 
( TF does not add any more instances of j& since the only clause involving it is 
p’(x) +p(x)). So there is some p^(,t) in some &(P) such that p(1-J =p’(@). But then 
z(P) would be inconsistent for r a k, n, contrary to Lemma 3.3(b). 
(iii): If a ground atom A is true in M,, it must be true in all models of FW( P) 
because pt must be true in all models, and a model must be closed under TF. Note 
that MO is also a generic model of comp( F) u & and F u &. 
(iv): If MO does not satisfy l( p(x) A p’(g)) then there is some ground term lo 
such that both p(jO) and @(lo) are true in MO. As in (ii), the fact that p(_t-,) 
implies that, for some Xc, F’,(P) I- l&), so FW(P) I- ~p(_tJ; since MO is 
for TW(P) it cannot satisfy ~$1~). 
is in MO 
a model 
(v): This follows from (iii); see [ 15,201. Cl 
A 2-valued model M of FW(P) which, like MO, also satisfies 1( p(x) A p’(x)) for 
all predicates can be associated with a 3-valued interpretation of the original 
language, by defining p(a) to be true if it is true in M, false if p’(a) is true in M, 
undefined otherwise. It would be interesting to compare such 3-valued models with 
Kunen’s [lo] 3-valued models of camp(P). Theorem 5.5 below is a first step in this 
direction. 
Adding 1( p(x) A p(x)) to FW (P) does not affect the completeness of SLDNF- 
resolution for positive queries (for success), but does for arbitrary queries, as shown 
in the following theorem. 
4.2. Theorem. (i) lf Q is a positive query and 
WV u u 3pW A p’(x)) I- Q 
P 
then F”(P) I- Q. 
(ii) T;here is a program P and ground atom A such that 
UP)u u l(P(X) @(X)) t- -IA 
P 
Proof. (i): It is enough 
(iii), (iv). 
(ii): Take P to be 
s+P,lP 
P’P 
and A to be s. Cl 
to prove for Q an atom and that follows from Theorem 4.1 
Note that the program P is not strict with respect o the querv ?-s. 
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5. Weaker consequence relations 
We prove below that the soundness result of Theorem 3.1 remains true if the 
consequence relation I- is replaced by I=3 (3.valued consequence relation) or t-r 
(intuitionistic derivability) or by a relation I- 31 defined below which is based on 
inferences which are sound in both 3-valued and intuitionistic logic. Obviously the 
completeness results also hold with t-3I in place of I-. {Since the difficulty in getting 
completeness for failure for nonpositive queries referred to above arose from the 
law of contradiction, l( p A up), which is not 3=valid, it is possible that using ~~~ 
one might get completeness for FU( P) for failure for all queries}. Our definition of 
k3r requires a large number of axioms and rules of inference. In particular a lot of 
separate rules are needed for negation, because the method of introducing negation 
in intuitionistic logic, by 
r, A: B, F’, A:lB 
r:lA 
is not sound in 3-valued logic, since A may be undefined, and the rules for negation 
in 3-valued logic, e.g. 
l(A I\ B)c*-IA v 1B 
are not intuitionistically sound. 
Following Fitting [S] and Kunen [IO] we use Kleene’s truth tables for A, v , 1, 
~,3, W; these give a formula the value t (similarly f) iff all possible ways of putting 
in t or f for the various occurrences of the third truth value u lead to a value of t 
(similarly f) in ordinary 2-valued logic. However in forming the completion of a 
program P, the equivalence - used in forming the completed definition of each 
predicate p, viz. p(x) - E, v l l l v Ej is to have the Lukasiewicz truth table, i.e. 
p-q has value t if p, q have the same truth value, f otherwise. And we write the 
program clauses of P as A, A l l l A A, + A where p + q is the 2-valued connective 
“if p is true then q is true” which has the value t if q is t or p is u or f, the value 
f otherwise. If we used the Kleene implication 2 here, we would not have P as a 
3-valued consequence of comp( P) since if p and q are both u then p-q is t but 
p 3 q is u. And it would not permit a full range of 3-valued interpretations, ince 
the assertion of Al A l l l A A, 3 A excludes the possibility that all of A,, . . . , A,, A 
are ‘1. Many axioms and rules of inference for - are needed because it is the 
principal connective of comp( P). Note that (p + q) A (1s + ip) is a 3-valued con- 
sequence of p =) q, but not vice versa. 
Although our consequence relation I- 3l is weaker than the usual 3-valued one, 
since it is also intuitionistically sound, our 3-valued logic is stronger than the system 
of Ebbinghaus [7] in one respect, namely all terms are considered to be defined 
and the equality relation is 2-valued. 
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We shall write Cl, l l l , C, I=3 D to mean that all 3-valued interpretations and 
assignments of variables which give all of C1, . . . , C, the value t, also give D the 
value t. It is easily verified that the consequence relation ksl defined below is both 
3-valued and intuitionistically sound, i.e. 
u-G,**~, C,,t-31DthenC,,...,C,,t=3DandC, ,..., C&D. 
(In the intuitionistic case both 3, 2 are considered to be implication, and C) to 
be equivalence.) 
We introduce the axioms and rules of inference I-~, as they are needed for the 
various parts of the soundness proof. The reader may be interested to compare these 
rules of inference with those of Bruffaerts and Henin in [3]. They give a Prolog 
meta-interpreter which produces actual proof trees justifying, on the basis of 
comp( P), the success or failure of queries. Their rules of proof are “macro” as 
opposed to our “micro” rules, because their object is mainly to provide a proof 
which is a useful explanation to the user. So they do not go into the derivations 
from CET but incorporate the result of Lemma 5.2(b) in a single rule: 
VlQ8 
b(s,=t,A .-. hs,,=t,,AQ) 
where 0 is an mgu of p(s, , . . . , s,,), p( t, , . . . , t,). It takes sixteen of our rules to 
derive this. Similarly they do not prove that comp( P) + P which needs seven of our 
rules, and since they are dealing with the Prolog selection rule they do not need 
any commutation rule for A. As a result they need only fourteen rules instead of 
our twenty-nine. Both systems try and state rules as weakly as possible with the aim 
of obtaining a logic for drawing consequences from comp( P) corresponding closely 
to SLDNF-resolution. For example we both state the associative law for A in the form 
rather than the more obvious but stronger form 
AA(BAC)-(AAB)AC. 
Because its rules parallel SLDNF-resolution more closely, the system of [3] succeeds 
in this aim better than we do and is able t$J make do with even weaker rules. For 
example where we need 7th I- l(A A B), 1B I- l(A A B), [3] needs only the special 
cases t I- l(f (1 B) and 1B t- l(t A B). 
Inspection of the rules of inference used in Theorems 5.4 below shows that the 
soundness Tf SLDNF- (and SLDNFS-)resolution for comp( P) with respect o these 
rules holds for the weaker version of camp(P) where the connective - used in 
forming the c cmyieted definitions of predicates is replaced by k where p+ q is 
CI I 
(9+Pb’(14-P)= 
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This is weaker than p c) q in intuitionistic logic since p + q is not an intuitionistic 
consequence of lq + lp, and also in 3-valued logic since if p is t and q is u then 
p*i q is t but p* q is f. The same conclusion is also evident for the rules in [3]. 
And it is intuitively rather obvious because in SLDNF-resolution the direction of 
proof is always from body to head not from head to body. In the case of success 
it is “body therefore head”; in the case of failure it is “not body therefore not head”. 
In view of this Bruffaerts and I-Ienin have suggested to us that whendealing with 
weak systems of infzence it would be simpler to formulate the definition of comp( P) 
in this way. Instead of taking the completed efinition of a predicate p to be the usual 
you would form camp(P) by adding to P the “only-if” half of this definition for 
each predicate p. This could be expressed in one of three different ways: 
vX lp(X>c i l3Jj(X =_ti A Mj) 3 ( j=l > 
V$ 
( 





These versions of comp( P) are all equivalent to the usual comp( P) in classical ogic, 
but in 3-valued and intuitionistic logic they are equivalent o the camp(P) defined 
using A instead of H. Since they use different connectives they permit different 
simplifications to the rules (l)-(29) used below to establish the soundness Theorem 
5.4. None of them use H, so the rules for that, (6), (7), (14), (15) of Lemma 5.2 
below, are replaced by corresponding rules for 4, namely 
cB-c by (25) A+ “a CB+‘, 
3 
(7) A*A’ bY (7)’ 
lA+lA’ 








,“:: by AD(-IB+TC) (15)’ - 
-I(AA B)+TAAC) 
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and ( 18) is discarded. The CET axiom 8 = y 2 (p(x) c* p( u)) is replaced by 
x=~~(P(x)+P(Y)) and x=y~(lp(x)+lp(y)). 
The last conclusion of Lemma 5.2 takes the form -C,# + lCk (with the notation 
used in the proof of Lemma 5.2). In the rest of the proof rules (26), (27), (28) used 
to prove comp( P) I- P are no longer needed, since that is now trivial. If (1)” is used, 
the rest of the proof is unchanged, except for the replacement of (7) by (7)’ as 
above. The use of (2)” permits the elimination of v , i.e. the deletion of rules (21), 
(22), but the simplest adequate replacement rule we could find which is both 3-valued 
and intuitionistically valid is a generalisation of (7)‘: 
TA~A l l l /\lA,+lB 
l(A,nC)h .-- AT(A,AC)+Y(BAC)’ (22)’ 
The use of (3)” also permits the elimination of 3, i.e. the deletion of rules (~3), 
(24) as well, at the cost of adding the following infinitary version of (22)‘: 
WxlA, A l l l A~x~A,+~B 
VXT(A,AC)A l - ntlx~(A,A C)+-i(BA C) 
x not free in C (22)” 
5.1. Lemma. SLD-resolution is sound for P for success, i.e. if P v { + Q} has an 










r I- NY) 
l- I- VxA(x) 






Proof. We are assuming that program clauses A f- with empty bodies are written 
t+ A. If we wrote them simply as A, and excluded the empty query, then we would 
: 
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not need the axiom t. In (4) the usual conditions on t are required, i.e. no free 
occurrences of x in A(x) must be bound by a variable in t. 
The proof in [13 Theorem 7.1 p. 431 would need the inverse of rule (3) as well. 
To avoid this, prove by induction on N that if P u { + Al,. . . , A,} has a refutation 
of length N with answer 8 then P t- Ai0 for i = 1,. . . , n. Then use (3) to put these 
together to give P I- (A, A l l l A A,)@ (with any desired bracketing), and (5) to 
universally quantify. Cl 
5.2. Lemma. Let CET be Clark’s Equational Theory defined below, and let t- be a 
consequence r lation containing the axioms and rules (I), (4), (5) of Lemma 5.1 and 
(6)-(16) below. Let p(s,, . . . , s,) and p( t,, . . . , t,,) be atoms. 
(a) I~P(s, ). . . s s,) and p(tl , . . . , t,,) are not unifiable then 
CETH-i(s,=t,A l . . As”=&,). 
W l’fp(s, 9. l -3 s,) and p(t, 3.. l 3 t,,) are unifiable with mgu 8 = {x,/ rl, . . . , xk/ rk} 
given by the unification algorithm then 
and ifL,,..., Lk are literals and 8 = 1 stands for s1 = tl A l l l A s,, = t,,, then 
CETI-V((...(~=_~AL,)A . ..)ALkC*(...(S=_fALlo)A . ..)A&$) 
Axioms of CET: l%e universal closures of 
x = x, 
x=y=y=x, 
X=yAy =22X=2, 
%=J’O ‘** Ax,,=y,,~f(X,,...,X,,)=f(y ,,..., x,,), 
f(x I,**=,-n ‘x )=f(uw= ,J’,,)~X,=Y,A l ** AX,=& 
for each function symbol J; 
x1 =YlA l -’ ~x~=Y,=(P(x,,.=.,x”)c*P(Y,,=..,Y,)) 
for each predicate symbol p, 
f( XI,=*-, Ynb%Y,,-•* , y,,, ) for each pair of distinct function symbols fl g, 
x f t(x) for each term t(x) different from x in which x occurs. 
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l(A A B)’ 
Proof. The first two statements are j1.3, Lemma 15.2, p. 901, but it is easier to use 
the proof of [ 12, l] which proceeds by replacing equations, and can be carried out 
with the given axioms and rules. Note that the use of 3 in the axioms of CET is 
appropriate since equality is 2-valued. Indeed the second and third axioms give 
x = y 2 x = y which implies that x = y is either t or f; but note that our axioms and 
rules, because of their intuitionist soundness, do not allow us to deduce x = y v x f y. 
The axiom involving p must not be strengthened by replacing ti by 2 since that 
would force a 2-valued interpretation of the atom p(xl , . . . , x,). The first statement 
of (b) holds also with the 2 -sign reversed, but that is not needed for the soundness 
proof. 
The proof starts by using (1), (8)-(t2), to establish derived rules 
ADB, BsB AZ>, BXB 
AACDB ’ CAADB-’ 
AzAA,A=B,AsC 
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These would be sound (both intuitionistically and 3-valued) without the premisses 
B 3 B, A 2 A (which in 3-valued logic say that B, A are either t or f, not u) but the 
weaker versions here are all we need because, as noted above, the symmetry and 
tra,isititivity axioms of CET give A 3 A when A is an equation and (10) then gives 
this when A is a conjunction of equations, which is all we are concerned with. From 
(D1), (D2) we can prove that 
El~E23E2~El and (E,AE~)AE~~E,A(E~AE~) 
if El ,‘ E2, E3 are equations. 
The procedure in [l] starts with the conjunction of equations CO: s1 = t, A l l l A 
s* = tn and after 5~ finite sequence of replacement s eps either ends with the unification 
equations x1 = r1 I\ l l ’ h xk = rk or ends in failure. We show that each replacement 
step applied to a conjunction of equations C gives a conjunction C’ such that 
C 3 C’ is derivable (from CET and our rules). The transitivity of 3 (rule (8)) the11 
gives the first part of (b) if unification is successful. Failure occurs when the final 
conjunction Cn contains an equation E: f(s, , . . . , s,) = g( tI , . . . , t,) withf different 
from g, or x = t where t is different from x but contains x. The CET axioms and 
(4) yield TE, then (16) and transitivity and commutativity of A give lC, and (13) 
gives lCO. In the replacement steps, the fact that we have C 3 C and (10) means 
that we need only consider the actual equations which are replaced. The crucial 
case is where the conjunction C contains an equation x = t with x not in ?. Then 
C’ is obtained by replacing x by t in every other equations. To show that C 2 C’ 
here, you first prove by induction on the depth of t, , using (9), (10) and (D2), that 
x=t=t,= t,(x/ t). Then show, using this and the symmetry and transitivity of = , 
that 
x=tnt, = t2 3 X = t A t&/t) = &(X/t), 
and use commutativity and associativity of A and (8) and (10) to extend this to 
replacement of x by t in any conjunction. 
We now have (a) and the first part of (b). The second part of (b) will follow by 
(5) if we can derive 
(...(s=_~AL~)A . ..)ALk - (...(S=jAL#)A . ..)A&@. 
from CET, for literals L, , . . . ,Lk,wheres=Jabbreviatess,=?,A l -* Aa,=t,,.We 
have just shown s = ,t 3 3 = _r, and 
follows easily from x = t 3 tl = t,(x/ t) using (D2) and the fact that 8 is idempotent, 
i.e. 1 does not contain any of the variables z. A CET axiom gives, by (4), 
so using (8) we get 
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Now (14) gives 
so (15) gives 
_s=JA L1 w ~=JA L# forasingleliteral L,. 
Now prove by induction on k that 
(...(S=~hL1)h l --)A& c) (...(S=jA&e)A l -•)A&e, 
or, in short Ck c) CkO. By induction on k using (DI) and (8) we have Ck 2 3 = _t, also 
S =I = (k+* *&+#) as proved above, so by (8), Ck 3 (Lk+Io Lk+#), and by (15) 
The induction hypothesis and (76, (6) then give Ck+l c) Ck+l 9. Cl 
5.3. Lemma. Suppose an SLDNF-resolution step involving the selection of a positive 
literal of the goal + Q using the program P is made. Then if I- includes the axioms 
and rules (l)-(16) of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and (17)-(24) below, then we have 
(a) if there are no derived goals then comp( P) t- VTQ, 
(b) if the set of derived goals (c- Q,, . . . , + Qr) is non-empty then camp(P), 
~TQw-, Wlo, t- WlQ. 





l(A A B) 
l(BAA) 
l(A A (B A c)) 
l((A A B) A c) 
TA, 1B 
l(A v B) 
-U A B), l(A A c) 
+A A (B v c)) 
VxlA(x) 
+xA(x) 
+x(A A B) -.. 
+%A) A B) 
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Proof. {This version of (b) is all we need for our soundness results since we are 
only interested in finitely failed trees. If one wished to use incomplete derivation 
trees for other purposes, e.g. partial evaluation, one might want the usual form of 
(b), i.e. 
camp(P) I- (hQc*W~Q1 h l l l AV~Q,). 
This can be obtained at the cost of strengthening some of our rules, e.g. replacing 
Vx7A I- 13xA by Vx~A+m3xA.} 
We need two derived rules. From (9), (14), (17) and (1) we get 
A-B 
TA-TB 
@ ) 3 
and from this and (18) we get 
A-B, 1B 
1A l 
(D ) 4 
Let p(s) be the selected positive literal. The completed efinition of p in comp( P) 
VX P(X)c* G Dj 
j=l > 
where Dj is 3 zj(X = _tj A Mj), where &4” is some conjunction of literals and the g 
are variables occurring in no &4j. The first step is to use rule (4) to get 
where Dj 3s 3zj(g =Jj A Mj)a This is only legitimate if the variables zj do not occur 
in a. However our premisses and conclusion in Lemma 5.3 are the universal closures 
of 191 , . . . , YQ~, 1Q so we may use rules (4), (5) to change the variables in Q so 
that they are distinct from those in each clause p(Jj) + Mj used in forming comp( P). 
And since the use of any variant of a program clause which has no variables in 
common with the current goal gives derived goals which are variants of each other, 
we may suppose that P(_ti) + vi is also the same program clause variant as is used 
in the resolution step. 
(a): Since there is no derived goal, p(s) does not unify with the head p(Jj) of 
any clause of P so by Lemma 5.2(a) we can derive l(_s =_ti) from CET and hence 
from comp( P). Rule (16) now gives l(s = 
Mj), i.e. 1Di; (21) gives 1 Vi”=, 
lj A Mj); (23) and (5) give lgzj(_S =jj A 
Dj; then D4 gives up. Finally (16), (19) and (5) 
give VlQ, 
(b): Suppose Q is I.,* A l l l A Li A l l . A L,, with Li the selected literal. If p(a) 
unifies with p(Jj) with mgu B)i then the corresponding derived goal Qj is 
(&A l *’ A Li-1 A Mj A Li+l A g * l A Ln)&fj. 
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We are given WlQj, SO by (4), (19) and (20) we get l(Mj0j A &@j) where & is 
L1 A l l l h Lj-, A L,+1/\ l l g A L,. 
Rule (16) gives T(_S =_ti A A4j0j A &6”> and (20) and Lemma 5.2(b) and D4 give 
l(S =_tihMjh&). 
If p(s) does not unify with P(Jj) we also have this, as in (a). Now using (24), (23) 
and (5) we get 
i.e. i(Dj A &). Using (22) we get 7 (Vi”=, Dj A L) and since p(s)- //J=, D,!, (7) and 
D4 give l(p(s) A L) and then (19), (20) and (5) give VT@ 0 
5.4. Theorem. Let k-31 be the consequence relation defined by the axioms and rules 
(1)-(24) listed in Lemmas 5.1,5.2,5,3 and (25)-(29) below. Then SLDNFS-resolution 
is sound with respect to I-~, for both comp( P) and FU( P), i.e. if P u ( + 0) has an 
SLDNFSrefutation with answer 0 then comp( P) k3, WQO and FU( P) I-~, VQO, and 
if P v (+ 0) has a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree then camp(P) I-~, V-IQ and 
FU( P) I-~, VlQ. Furthermore the same F”(P) is obtained if the t- in its definition is 
replaced by I-~, . 







A(t) + 3xA(x) (27) 
A+Avb, A+BvA (28) 
A 
(29) 
Proof. {In (27) no free occurrence of x in A(x) must be bound by a variable in t.} 
The first step is to show comp( P) I-~~ P With the notation of the last lemma, the 
completed efinition of p in comp( P) is 
VX 
( 




Let $, &Z$ be the result of replacing zj by different distinct variables yj in jj, Mj- 
Then rule (4) gives 
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We have ~j = _tj, so by (26) Mj + _tj =jj A &, so repeated use of (27) and (25) gives 
Mj+ 3y.j(Jj=JjA Ayj). 
Using (28) and (25) we get 
and (18) and (25) gives Mj -*p($), and using rules (5) and (4) to change variables 
in the closure we get W( Mj + P(_ti)), which is the appropriate clause of R 
The rest of the proof consists of checking that t-3, is strong enough to support 
the arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.1 above and a similar argument with F#) 
replaced throughout by comp( P). In c$e case of Tu( P) the use of I- in its definition 
is replaced by I-~,  giving soundness for what we will call Fz( P). Finally we prove 
by induction on k that Fi’( P) = Fk( P). This is obvious for k = 0. For the induction 
step we have, by the induction hypothesis, F:*(P) bql lp(,t) is the same as 
Fk(P) t-s1 I&J), which implies F#) + up which, by Lemma 3.3(b), implies 
that Pu (+p(t)} has a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree of rank k. By the soundness 
result proved as the first part of the present heorem this implies Fi’( P) I-~* lp(,t). 
So Pi!+,(P) = &+,(P) and similarly R”,!+J P) = &+*(P), so Fiyl(P) = Fk+,( P). •J 
Instead of going through the argument separately for comp( P) you can, at the 
cost of adding a few more rules, use Theorem 5.6 below, which depends on the 
next lemma. 
5.5. Lemma. If I-,, is extended by adding rules (30)-(35) below, then 
~o-~?~~~~U~c~!x)c)~p~_x~~~~, mq. 
P 
New rules for I-~~ 
AD(B~C), A3(Cc*D) 
Ax(Bc*D) 
A-A’, Bo B’ 
AhBoA’/\B 
A-A’, Bo B’ 
Av BoA’v B’ 
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Proof. Note that (30), (3 I), (33), (34) are strengthened versions of (6), (7), (24), 
(26). Rule (36) excludes the asymmetric nterpretation of - as A referred to before 
Lemma 5.1, but it is not needed if the hypothesis is strengthened by adding 
U,tl(lp(x)~p’(x)). Show by induction on k that 
camp(P) u U wm-a)) FsI CW), 
P 
then use the fact that F,‘(P) = ?;,(P). The inductive step is easy; the new rules are 
needed to replace lp by jj in camp(P) and so obtain camp(P). •r 
5.6. Theorem. If Q is any sentence of the original language L then FW( P) k- Q implies 
comp( P) t- Q. Similarly with I-,, k=3 or t-3I in place of I-. (Provided k3, is extended 
by (30)-(35) and by A-A.) 
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, if F’,(P) + Q the;r 
c~mp(p)uu ~(p(x)++lp(~)) i- Q. 
P 
If we replace p(J) by up everywhere in this proof of Q we get a proof of Q from 
camp(P) u u w~p(x)+-p~xh 
P 
i.e, from comp( P). Similarly for kI, l-3r. For 1=3, either replace it with a sound and 
complete 3-valued derivability relation t-3 and argue similarly, or use the fact that 
any 3-valued model for camp(P) over the language L can be extended to a model 
of 
compm u u WY(x)@lP(X)) 
P 
by defining p’(a)wlp( a) for all predicates p and constant a. 0 
For definite Horn clause programs, F#( P) adds no positive information, as shown 
in this theorem. 
5.7. Theorem. If P is a definite Horn clause program and Q is a positive sentence then 
TU (P) t- Q implies P I- Q. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.6 and the corresponding result for comp( P). Cl 
5.8. Theorem. A 3-valued model of comp( P) can be extended to a Svalued model of 
m%JUwp(x)~p’ix)) 
P 
by dejning p(a) - 1 p(a) for all predicates p and constant a. By replacing u by f this 
gives a 2-valued model of az( P) u U, b( p(x) II p(x)). 
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Proof. TLe first part is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.5. The second part 
depends on the fact that replacing a! by f does not destroy the truth of camp(p) 
(basically because negation does not occur), and it does not destroy the truth of 
the p’(j) in the p,,(P) or of the Ip’&) in the &,(P), since these atoms are already 
respectively t and f, not u. Cl 
The fact established in Theorem 5.4 that SLDNF-resolution is sound for comp( P) 
with respect o the consequence relation k3i gives some reason why it is not always 
complete with respect o the 3-valued consequence relation l=3. Let us take the 
example given in [lo], of the program P: 
p(x) + k(x) 
p(x) * none(x) 
isc( c) 
none(x) f- not kc(x). 
letion of P is equivalent o 
p(x)c*x=cvx#c 
&(x)*x = c 
none(x) *x # c. 
Now comp( P) l=3 Vxp(x) (since = is taken as IL-valued) but ?-p(x) does not succeed 
with answer the identity. This is explained by the fact that comp(P)bL3, Vxp(x). 
However this is not the only reason for the incompleteness of SLDNF-resolution 
for comp( P) with respect o b3, because it is not complete with respect o ~~~ either. 
If P is taken to be 
4’1PW 
P(x) 
then comp( P) c-,, lq, but ?-lq does not succeed under SLDNF-resolution, or even 
under SLDNFS-resolution. To get ? -14 to succeed, i.e. to get ?-q to fail we need 
to further extend the NF rule as in Section 6 below, to allow ?-lp(x) to fail because 
?-p(x) succeeds with answer the identity. 
6. Symmetric variants of Fw 
The definition of 7” is asymmetric; in forming Nn+,(P) we consider only ground 
atoms p&), but in forming 1”,+,(P) we allow all atoms p(l). Let us consider F,(P) 
which is obtained by restricting to ground atoms in forming p’+l( P) also, and TL( P) 
which is obtained by allowing non-ground atoms in the definition of m,,+,(P) as 
well as Fn+,(P). 
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Examination of the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 5.4 shows that SLDNF-resolution 
is sound, for success and failure, and with respect o I-~~ as well as I-, for T;(f ). 
This is expected, because the only reason for allowing non-ground atoms in the 
definition of pn+,(P) was to get soundness for the extended NF rule. Since F;(P) 
is weaker than Fw( P), the completeness Theorems 3.4 an 3.5 still hold, although 
for SLDNF-resolution the conclusions must be weakened to admit the possibility 
of a gcneralised flounder. Since this is the best one can get using FU( P) it is arguable 
that for SLDNF-resolahion, F,(P) is a more appropriate semantics than FU( Pj. It 
is also appropriate for SLDNFS-resolution if one restricts to ground queries, for 
Theorem 3.1 holds in the form “If P u { c- Q} has an SLDNFS-refutation with answer 
0 and Qt9u is ground then Fi( P) t- Q&, and if it has a finitely failed SLDNFS-tree 
then F;(P) I- lQa, if QU is ground.” 
To prove this replace “OS”, “1Q” in the proof of Theorem 3.1 by “all ground 
instances of QO (or 19)“. 
T:(P) corresponds to the further extension of SLDNFS-resolution obtained by 
allowing the NF rule to be used in the form: 
I f A succeeds with answer the identity then 1A fails. 
This is justified by the validity of VA++TA, which shows that if SLDNF- 
resolution is sound for some H(P) for both success and failure, then it will remain 
so if NF is extended in this way. The results proved above for SLDNFS-resolution 
and r,(P) all hold for this further extended form with respect o Ft( P). 
Note that for this further extension of SLDNF-resolution the analogue of Theorem 
2.2 fails. Taking P to be 
the query ?-lq succeeds under this extended form of resolution, but under SLDNF- 
resolution it neither succeeds nor has a generalised flounder, but an infinite derivation 
tree. 
We do not know whether this further extension of SLDNFS-resolution is complete 
for camp(P) with respect o C-,, as defined by rules (l)-(31) above. But it is not 
complete if I-~, is extended so as to allow the derivation from CET of 
7(7-1(x = a) A 7(x = a)) 
which is valid intuitionistically, and is also a valid 3-valued consequence of CET, 
since that implies x = a 3 x = a which means that x = a is t or f not u. This is shown 
by the program 
P(x) c *q(x) 
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because we then have comp( P) E- IS, but 1s does not succeed under this extension 
of SLFNFS-resolution. 
7. Conclusion 
The definition of F,(P) is not sufficiently simple for the programmer to grasp at 
once when he writes down the program I? This is also true of the default operator 
SYNTH( P) for which Reynolds [17] has recently obtained some completeness 
results. And it is actually true in general of comp( P). In simple cases the meaning 
of camp(P) can be simply read off from P, but in the presence of recursion and 
negation this is by no means true. Indeed using the “extended syntax” of Lloyd 
and Topor [ 13, Chapter 41 given any sentence Q of first -Grder logic one can construct 
a P for which comp( P) is essentially equivalent o cp. The fact that to get soundness 
and completeness one has to distort the original program P to such an extent 
suggests that negation as failure really is a very complicated evice, which cannot 
be given a simple declarative meaning. Perhaps the best way to proceed is to look 
for further generalisations of natural conditions like allowed and semi-strict which 
give completeness for comp( P). Tha: present completeness results for FW( P) may 
possibly be of technical use in such a development. 
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